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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- ‘Nationalism’ or the plural ‘nationalisms’ does not adequately explain emerging ethnic and geographical mobilizations in Myanmar against the state and dominant groups such as the Burmans or Bamar.

- Tai Nay mobilizations in Kyaing Tong in Shan State and Myeik ones in Tanintharyi Region are examples of minorities finding broader civic space to voice their concerns by using their identity as a tool for rallying members of Shan and Bamar sub-groups.

- The state and ruling parties employ Buddhist-Burman identity markers to advance their power. Minorities, in their turn, use their identities as mobilizing catalysts to challenge state elites.

- Minorities’ struggles such as those of the Tai Nay and Myeik are appeals to universal values such as inclusion and diversity, made to the state using the medium of identity. They should not be framed as manifestations of ‘nationalism’.

*Guest writer Tharaphi Than is Associate Professor in the Department of World Languages and Cultures, Northern Illinois University. She presented an earlier version of this essay at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute’s Myanmar Studies Programme seminar “‘New’ and Competing Nationalisms in Myanmar” on 28 June 2019.
INTRODUCTION

Nationalism is on the rise globally. From ‘America First’ in the United States and ‘Brexit’ in Britain to ‘Hindutva’ in India, nations’ leaders rally their followers around nationalism. For international audiences, the term ‘nationalism’ fits popular sentiments in favour of putting one’s nation first at a particular moment. Also, ‘nationalism’ as an accepted lexicon makes the job of reporters’ and writers’ easy as they try to explain wide-scale national phenomena to their readers. But, beyond news headlines, the term ‘nationalism’ fails to explain grassroots movements ranging from anti-gun protests and women’s rights movements in the United States to extreme environmentalism in the United Kingdom. Similarly, Myanmar and its struggles, especially those that involve ethnic and religious minorities, are often understood and analyzed through the lens of nationalism. However, even the plural ‘nationalisms’ does not adequately describe emerging ethnic and geographical mobilizations against the state and against dominant groups such as Burmans or Bamar.

Nationalism is not a catch-all term. This paper seeks to unpack what nationalism means in Myanmar amidst growing struggles on the part of minorities—ethnic, religious and geographical—for various goals, ranging from the state’s recognition of their identities to environmental protection, federalism and confederacy. Distinguishing between the terms ‘nationalism’ and ‘activism’, the paper argues that the popular notion of ‘nationalism’ or ‘amyothayay’ in Burmese undermines and misrepresents local activism. That notion also leads readers to fail to distinguish civic movements from widely known ‘Burman-and-Buddhism’ promotion movements such as Ma-Ba-Tha, or the Organization for the Protection of Race and Religion. Branding local activism as ‘nationalism’ also inevitably frames grassroots movements through Burman-Buddhist-centred lenses.

NATIONALISM AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN BINARY OPPOSITION

Since the sectarian riots that spread from Rakhine State to many cities and towns in Myanmar in 2012, nationalism has been portrayed, as in the cartoon below, in binary opposition to human rights. One can substitute environmental rights, women’s rights and minority rights for human rights, and the binary still works. In this understanding, ‘nationalism’ refers to Burman-Buddhist-centred popular movements often led by the now-disbanded Ma-Ba-Tha, which had close ties with the former ruling party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP). Ernest Gellner argues that nationalism characterizes movements organized around common cultures, shared languages and historical experiences which demand secession from a nation-state or resist high cultures and elites.

With this in mind, I will argue that many movements in Myanmar are, rather, protests or instances of civil disobedience against the state, demanding more inclusion. It is erroneous to view them as nationalist movements. The sections that follow analyze local movements in Tai Nay and Myeik and a case of bureaucratized and politicized identity to highlight why minority movements inside Myanmar should not be viewed through the lens of nationalism.
Figure 1: Nationalism and Human Rights. Courtesy of Aung Maw, cartoonist, July 2017.

In the cartoon, the man walking the tightrope symbolizes the government. The pole he is carrying is labelled ‘nationalism’ on one end and ‘human rights’ on the other end. A group of people carrying weapons symbolizes nationalists, and possibly human rights defenders as well, as they wait to attack the man if he makes a wrong move. This cartoon captures the popular sympathy for the Myanmar government’s difficult position in the aftermath of the sectarian riots of 2012.

Case Study I: Tai Nay Self-determination and Mobilization

I was in Kyaing Tong (Kengtung) and Mong La (Meng La) in 2013 and 2014, before the 2014 nationwide census was conducted. Many Shan houses in Kyaing Tong displayed a white laminated-paper card with the number 914. This number was the self-identification code for any ethnic group (ethnonym) or any group tied to a place (toponym) not listed on the enumeration forms for the upcoming census. Next to this number, the Burmese term Tai Nay, meaning those who live in a tai or a kingdom or principality, was displayed. ‘Tai Nay’ was not an officially recognized ethnicity in the 2014 census, and Tai Nay people were not recognized as one of the minorities able to legitimately claim indigenous or ‘taingyintha’ status. Thirty-three other groups who had officially recognized ‘Shan’ identity were, however, included on the census forms and therefore counted as indigenous. Nick Cheesman has argued, “In contemporary Myanmar, taingyintha is an exemplary term of state: a contrivance for political inclusion and exclusion, for political eligibility and domination.” And Tai Nay understood that their identity and their non-taingyintha status are implicated in the ethnic make-up of national and regional office-holders.
Tai Nay voiced their concerns and dissatisfaction with the central government’s promotion of the identities of smaller groups such as Lahu, Akha, Pa Laung and Pa-o at the expense of that of Shan. They interpreted the government’s promotion of minority rights as a mobilization tactic against the Shan minority to which Tai Nay belong. It was in their view a means of strengthening non-Shan politically and militarily so that they could resist the locally dominant Shan. Tai Nay had a legitimate concern since Shan State has the largest number of regional National Race Affairs ministers — seven non-Shan ministers representing the Bamar, Kachin, Lisu, Lahu, Akha, Inntha and Kayan minorities. Though there are Shan National Race Affairs ministers in Kachin State and in Mandalay and Sagaing Regions, no state has as much cabinet representation for groups other than the regionally dominant group as does Shan State. Even though Ardeth Maung Thawhmung and Yadana argue that National Race Affairs ministers have ambiguous roles and limited autonomy, their presence in state- and region-level cabinets is nonetheless visible. This factor compounds Tai Nay fear of disenfranchisement in their own state. They fear that the government is promoting other minorities’ interests at their expense.

In addition to the direct appointment of ministers at the state and regional levels, the government reserve seats in both houses of the national parliament, the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw and the Amyotha Hluttaw, for groups or national races that constitute 0.1 per cent of the population in their areas. New political boundaries based on ethnic composition can shift ethnic allegiance. A system of representation featuring ethnic quotas encourages notions or imaginations of, for example, pan-Chin-ism, and pan-Kachin-ism across state lines. Mobilizing to identify as Tai Nay — a group not recognized as one of the 135 ethnic groups or ‘national races’ that make up the ethnic landscape of the country — is a means for members of the group to exercise their right to self-determination and to fine-tune their subgroup identity.

**ETHNIC IDENTITY AS CIVIC SPACE**

Such mobilization against the government’s — and international agencies’ — categorization and counting of minorities, a practice that minorities such as Tai Nay interpreted as exclusionary, was one of the early signs of disenfranchised Myanmar
minorities attempting to reclaim their identity. But the goal of these attempts is not to secede from either Shan State or from Myanmar. Van Ginderachter and Beyen argue that “national identity [becomes] manifest primarily in an indirect way, namely as a complement to the construction of ‘otherness’.” In the Tai Nay case however, ethnic identity is used to challenge the domination of Burman and Burman-government-supported minority groups in Shan State through a tactic that Tai Nay perceive as othering Shan, the broader group to which Tai Nay belong.

In the absence of collective bargaining through unions and active civic spaces such as universities, Tai Nay use their identity as a space to rally others against the state. In industrial zones in Yangon, workers have staged protests outside their factories or outside the office of the chief minister of Yangon Region. For supporting or protesting internationally-known causes such as Gambia’s case against Myanmar at the International Court of Justice in the Hague, a park in downtown Yangon across from the city hall was chosen. Shan State is very different from Yangon; common causes to unite all minorities such as Shan, Pa-o and Tai Nay are rare, the most important one being federalism. What had been regarded as a common enemy, the military, was officially gone after 2011. How then are Tai Nay to attract attention nationally and internationally?

Is Tai Nay mobilization to reclaim their identity not a nationalist movement? The answer is no. Tai Nay are fighting against the modern Burman- or Bamar-dominated state in a historically non-Bamar but Shan principality. Tai Nay exercise self-determination in opposition to the state’s failure to include Shan in the state’s functions or to its failure to devolve authority. In Myanmar’s 2015 elections, most Shan voted for the National League for Democracy (NLD) and its ally the Shan National League for Democracy (SNLD), and not for the Shan Nationalities Democratic Party (SNDP). SNDP President Sai Ai Pao attests that his party met with defeat in those polls for three reasons. First, it was accused of being a subsidiary of the USDP. Second, ethnic armed groups in Shan State threatened voters against supporting the party. And, third, Shan themselves wanted change through another party, the SNLD. By means of ‘tactical voting’, Shan’s foremost concern was to stop the military-backed USDP from becoming the government at the regional and national levels. But their faith in the NLD and the SNLD did not last long. During the 2017 by-elections, home-grown parties such as the SNDP gained popularity, winning six out of eight contested seats in Shan State. Voters increasingly see the SNDP, as it fights for federalism and more autonomy for Shan ministers and more administrative authority for Shan, as representing Shan and their local interests.

Underneath the movement to be counted in the census lay many layers of struggle and difficulty, including youth drug addiction in the state, environmental degradation and unemployment. Tai Nay, like such other minorities as Rakhine (Arakanese), are finding broader civic space to voice their concerns. In the absence of broader political agendas and active civic space and mobilization, they use their common Tai Nay identity as a tool to rally other Shan sub-groups. To put pressure on the government to address local concerns, Tai Nay use their identity to attract mass support. Local markers such as markets and cemeteries bearing the name Tai Nay are not reflected in the official state organs, and local priorities are not aligned with those of the state. Local problems such as drug addiction among youths have not been addressed by the government. In minority areas such as Kyaingtong, identity markers are powerful mobilizing tools, and the Tai Nay movement is neither nationalist in a rigid sense — that is, rallying for a separate state — nor ethnosophism —
an effort to emphasize the importance of a Tai Nay identity in existence since before the creation of the state and to overlook the group’s demand for participation in secular space. Rather, the Tai Nay movement uses ethnic identity as a collective space to stage protests against oppression and disenfranchisement by the government.

Case Study II: Mobilization for Myeik identity

Dawei Watch, a local news agency based in Dawei (Tavoy), Tanintharyi Region (Tenasserim), published a short article in January 2020 about groups in Myeik (Mergui) that were mobilizing to have ‘Myeik’ ethnicity listed on their national registration cards. Currently Myeik are recognized as one of the nine sub-groups of Bamar, but only ‘Bamar’, not the name of their sub-group, is listed on their national registration cards. The preferences of applicants for national registration cards concerning their ethnicity, or for the use of an identifying toponym in this case, are often overridden by prescriptions from local immigration officers. If they address themselves to the local immigration office, complainants are referred to national-level immigration authorities. The government officials at township and village levels who interact with minorities — either those identified by such ethnonyms as Kachin or Kayah or those identified by such toponyms as Dawei or Yaw — also have prescriptive religions for different minorities. Christianity will be assigned to Chin and Buddhism to Pa-o, for example.

Case Study III: Bureaucratization of race and religion

In early 2019, a grandmother went to a township-level office of the General Administration Department (GAD) in downtown Yangon to add her one-year-old grandson to the family’s household registration list. Seeing that the grandmother gave the Kayah sub-group of Kayan as her ethnicity or lumyo, the officer ticked ‘Buddhism’ on the list’s box for religion. The mother, who had not gone to the GAD office with her mother-in-law, decided, upon seeing this, to return to the office the next day and to ask the officer to change the baby’s recorded religion from Buddhism to Christianity. The officer nonchalantly replied, ‘We thought Kayan were Buddhists’.

PERSONAL IS POLITICAL

Case Studies II and III show that one’s ethnic, regional and/or religious identity is not private or personal in Myanmar. The government controls the accounting of minorities — or national races or lumyo—and religions through its records, including household registration forms. One’s personal identity becomes an asset or liability through these records. Christians have rarely received promotions, especially in the army, at least in pre-reform Myanmar. Muslims were not fielded for the 2015 elections by the NLD. And, since the renewal of the Burmese military’s war with the Kachin Independence Army in 2012, Kachin live in terror of frequent searches on the road.

The state uses citizens’ identities, particularly ethnic and religious identities, to advance its interests, as in the case of legislating marriage laws applying to Buddhists in 2015, and in upholding Burman-Buddhist-centred nationalism. In such a political climate, minorities will use their identities as a means of mobilizing power to challenge the state. The state and ruling parties employ Buddhist-Burman symbols or identity markers to advance their
powers, and minorities use their identities as mobilizing power to challenge state elites. The latter continuously emphasize nationalism in order to rally Burmans and Buddhist majorities, and the ruling NLD has declared in the run-up to the 2020 elections that it will not enter into a coalition with ethnic parties after those polls.

Questions should be raised about using label ‘nationalism’ to describe attempts to reclaim identity, not just as based on ethnicity but also through common territorially or shared experiences, when these attempts do not have the goal of achieving a state, federacy, or confederacy. The term ‘nationalism’ is part of a binary. It connotes anti-progress, anti-liberal and even anti-leftist tendencies. Trapped in this binary, the term ‘nationalism’ can undermine progressive local movements, from Tai Nay to Myeik. Nationalists attempt to unify culturally, ethnically and religiously homogenous groups to advance elite—in the case of Myanmar, Burman-Buddhist—interests. The striving of minorities such as Tai Nay, Myeik and Kayan for self-determination is in fact resistance against such nationalism. If asking for civic rights or human rights is viewed in binary opposition to nationalism, as the cartoon in Figure 1 above suggests, minorities’ struggles are not nationalist ones. Rather, they are appeals through identity to universal values such as inclusion and diversity. When modern apparatuses of the nation such as elections fail, identity becomes minorities’ protection and a political vehicle for demanding civic rights.

CONCLUSION

As the cartoon in Figure 1 illustrates, ‘nationalism’ or ‘amyothayay’ is understood in Myanmar as ‘Burman-Buddhist’ mobilization aimed at strengthening the Burman and Buddhist character of the nation. Minority movements such as those of Tai Nay and Myeik people are seen as anti-nationalist or as expressions of dissent against the Burman state. Minorities and their representative parties such as SNDP are left to defend themselves, and as long as Burman and Buddhist identities are dominant in state organs and the state continues to exclude others, minorities have no choice but to resist the state at the most obvious node of exclusion—their identities.

To conclude, I return to the case studies. Shan in Kyaing Tong will continue to claim their sub-group identity, Tai Nay, as a unifying marker as well as a means of resistance against groups close to the government, and against the government itself. Christian Kayan witnessed historical oppression, and, instead of adopting the dominant identity markers that the state has imposed on them, they hold onto their identity and identity politics as an empowering tool. Myeik residents want to free themselves from Burman domination. When avenues to demand rights within non-ethnic space are closed, and when parliament is no longer seen as a place to address the plight of ethnic minorities, minorities have nowhere to turn but to their identities as they seek to build solidarity with equally marginalized citizens. Framing their struggles as nationalist undermines their political shrewdness and further privileges Burman-Buddhist nationalism.
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